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Be LakeSmart...for the Sake of Our Lakes!

October 2017

by Carolyn Eaton

LakeSmart is a volunteer-operated educational program of the Maine
Lakes Society. GPLA volunteers are helping to implement this
program on Pushaw Lake and Little Pushaw Pond. LakeSmart offers
shoreline property owners the opportunity to learn ways to minimize
their properties’ impact on lake water quality. The negative effects of
stormwater runoff are real and evident in major algae blooms on other
lakes in Maine, and we all want to avoid that happening on our two
beautiful lakes. You can become “LakeSmart” by simply maintaining
your property in a manner that mirrors nature, and especially by
preventing stormwater runoff from directly entering the lake. After a
visit from one of our trained volunteers, you will be provided with
recommendations for making your property more lake-friendly, or
awarded a LakeSmart sign in appreciation for your efforts if you
already meet the standards.
Would you like a LakeSmart visit next spring? Do you want to train to
become a LakeSmart volunteer evaluator? Please contact GPLA
Program Coordinator Carolyn Eaton at pushawlakesmart@gmail.com.
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Large and noisy, PILEATED WOODPECKERS are easier to
see in fall and winter when the leaves are off the trees. They
will sometimes hack a dying tree to pieces to get into its insect
-infested core. Carpenter ants are among their favorite
snacks! Look for them in white pines & other large conifers.
Photo credit: Ron Logan.
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Congratulations to these LakeSmart neighbors on Pushaw Lake:
Lou and Dorli Cloutier (left), Sandi and Bob Duchesne (right).

Algae Bloom??



Silent film star Buster
Keaton stayed at the
Lakeview Hotel in
Glenburn as a young
child. His parents
were playing in
Bangor as part of a
touring vaudeville
show, and most of the
performers booked
rooms for their
families at this
popular tourist resort.
Lakeside Landing
Park is now located
on the site where the
hotel once stood.
The Wabenaki name
for Pushaw Stream
was Pedwaduk,
meaning “Bent
Stream.” It contains
two 90-degree bends,
so its name was also a
map for canoe travel.
Pushaw Lake was
Pedwadukgomah—
Bent Stream Lake!

ALGAE BLOOM on Pushaw Lake??
by Rich Dressler, GPLA President

In July, Jeff Hayward (Water Quality Coordinator for GPLA) received an email from Jim Krenzer on
Sandy Beach Cove in Glenburn, with the photo below attached. Jeff forwarded the information from Mr.
Krenzer to Maine's Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program (VLMP), the statewide authority for identifying
algae. VLMP staff indicated: “The pictures do appear to show the residual effect of a planktonic algae
bloom, but please be aware that the effect that is apparent in the photos may be due to windblown
concentration of algal cells along downwind shoreline areas, which can make such problems look very
serious in affected areas, but may not reflect
conditions on a lakewide basis.” As a result of
VLMP’s input, GPLA volunteers increased the
frequency of water clarity measurements. They have
been collecting and analyzing the data through the
summer and fall. Preliminary results indicate that
water clarity steadily increased over the remainder of
the summer, which indicates the lake still does NOT
currently support a larger algae bloom. (Note: after
Jim’s report in July, we received reports about similar
small areas of algae collecting in Hudson and near
Gould’s Landing at about the same time.)
Photo credit: Jim Krenzer

GPLA monitoring over the past two decades has indicated an increasing amount of phosphorus in the
lake over time. As Jeff Hayward reported at the 2017 GPLA Annual Meeting, some of the phosphorus
levels from 2016 were above 19 parts per billion (ppb). Levels in the mid-teens are sufficient to support
a major algae bloom. The primary source of phosphorus in the lake is stormwater runoff from properties
around the lake and upstream.
In the meantime, the question is: what can we do as shoreline property owners? Beyond the volunteer
water quality monitoring efforts, the ongoing work by municipal Code Enforcement Officers to strictly
enforce the shoreland zoning regulations is very important. GPLA is also continuing to seek new ways to
educate lakeside landowners on ways we can all help to prevent phosphorus from entering the lake. We
are moving forward with implementing the statewide LakeSmart program model developed by the Maine
Lakes Society, as described in the article on Page One. This program is a cooperative and completely
voluntary effort, in which trained GPLA evaluators work with individual landowners to identify problem
areas and discuss ideas for cost-effective, practical changes that can help reduce runoff into the lake.

GPLA MEMBERSHIP DUES AND DONATIONS ARE TAX-DEDUCTIBLE!
Name(s): ______________________________________________________
Address: (please provide both summer and winter addresses, if applicable):
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________ E
E--mail: ____________________________________
Please mail along with $15 annual dues (more if you wish, & if you can) in the
enclosed envelope, or mail to: GPLA, PO Box 302, Stillwater, ME 04489. Or, if you
prefer, donate online: www.greaterpushaw.org/membership.html.. Thanks!
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33RD ANNUAL MAINE AUDUBON LOON COUNT
ON PUSHAW LAKE and LITTLE PUSHAW POND:
FINAL COUNTS & 10-YEAR HISTORICAL TRENDS by Rich

Dressler

Based on the loon count survey in July 2017, a total of 23 adults and 4 chicks were counted on Pushaw Lake.
Little Pushaw Pond Coordinator Pam Griffith reported that 13 adults and 2 chicks were observed on Little Pushaw.
Thanks to all the volunteers who helped with the count this year. Below is a summary of the counts since 2008.
Note that the adult count on Pushaw Lake has remained fairly steady in the upper 20s to low 30s, except for high
counts in 2012 and 2014 and a relatively low count this year. Chick numbers were lower over the early years, but
have improved recently. The counts on Little Pushaw have also been fairly consistent over the past 10 years.
Little Pushaw Pond
Loon Count

Pushaw Lake Loon Count

Year
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008

Count
Adults
23
27
27
38
25
43
28
35
31
30

Chicks
4
7
4
0
1
2
1
0
2
1

Year
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008

Count
Adults
13
9
8
13
13
13
11
11
8
10

Chicks
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
0
1
1

GPLA TIDS & BITS


Congratulations to QUINT HURST of Hudson, winner of the 2017 Loon Count Contest
at the GPLA Annual Meeting on July 26! Quint came closest to guessing the combined
total number of loons (adults plus chicks) on both Pushaw Lake and Little Pushaw Pond
this year, which according to our volunteer observers (and as shown on the chart
above) was 42. Please go online and “Like” the GPLA Facebook page to try your luck in
future contests. You might win a coveted GPLA Logo Mug, just like Quint did! We
welcome posts and photos that celebrate our lakes and the simple joys of lakeside
living, plus you can meet and link up with your fellow Lakesiders.



The bald eagle aerie on Little Pushaw Pond collapsed this summer, when a supporting
branch gave way. Fortunately both of the eaglets survived, even though they were not
yet fledged. Where will the adult eagles on Little Pushaw build a new nest next year…?
THANKS! to GPLA members, donors, and volunteers for their loyal support, and to the many organizations that

are helping GPLA to educate the public and protect the watershed surrounding Pushaw Lake and Little Pushaw
Pond: University of Maine Cooperative Extension, PCSWCD, New England Grassroots Environmental Fund, Maine Lakes
Society, Orono Land Trust, Maine Volunteer Lake Monitoring Program, Maine Department of Conservation, and Kukunsook
Camp Owners Association. We are particularly grateful for annual education and outreach funds that have been recommended
by elected officials and approved by voters in the GPLA municipalities of Orono, Hudson, Glenburn, and Old Town.
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Greater Pushaw
Lake Association
Send address changes to:
Greater Pushaw Lake Association
PO Box 302
Stillwater, ME 04489

Website: www.greaterpushaw.org

“Never doubt that a small
committed group of
citizens can change the
world. Indeed it is the
only thing that ever has.”
Margaret Mead

GPLA/MACKRO 2017 PUSHAW LAKE RACE RESULTS (July 23, 2017)
Rowing shells:
Racing 8 mile 2 person – 1st Jeff Graham/Thomas Beebe – 56:15
Racing 8 mile men – 1st Marek Skacel – 58:50
Racing 3 mile men – 1st Martin Skacel – 34:10
Racing 8 mile women – 1st Alison Chase – 1:00:14
Racing 8 mile women – 2nd Katherine Allen – 1:01:24
Racing 8 mile men – DNF Geoff Gratwick
Open Canoe 1-person Men:
st

Open Canoe 2-person Men:

Racing 8 mile – 1 Eric Gallandt – 1:21:10

Racing 8 mile – 1st Bill Deighen/Mark Henderson – 1:19:31

Racing 8 mile – 2nd R. W. Estela 1:41:34

Racing 8 mile – 2nd Chip Loring/Terry Wescott – 1:20:17

Racing 3 mile – 1st Bob Miller 44:07
Kayak 2-person Mixed:
Rec 3 mile – 1st Laura Skacel/Kohl Shaw 38:52
Kayak 1-person Men:
Racing 8 mile – 1st John Mathieu – 1:09:57
Racing 8 mile – 2nd Dan Baumert – 1:15:02
Stand-up Paddleboard:
Men Rec 3 mile – 1st Marc Veilleux - 51:34

